So	THE POLAND OF PILSUDSKI
brigade, which with the two other brigades distinguished itself
when the Russians under Brusiloff resumed the offensive.
On March 25, 1916, the Central National Committee, as a
distinctively Pilsudskist organization, addressed an ultimatum to
the Supreme National Committee at Cracow. It said that in the
Congress Kingdom the view was fairly general that the Polish
Question would be resolved at Berlin, perhaps even without the
slightest reference to Vienna. It drew attention to the military
merits and achievements of Pilsudski, and demanded why it was
that the chief command of the Legions had not been given to
him. Failing his appointment, the only thing left would be to
dissolve the Legions.
The Austrophils of Cracow made no direct reply, and the split
became complete between them and the Independentists.
POLISH  QUESTION INTERESTS THE WORLD
Meanwhile the Polish Question was beginning to interest the
world. A motion tabled towards the end of 1915 in the Italian
Parliament, "expressed the most ardent wishes that the very-
noble Polish nation, which had been for centuries an important
factor in civilization, defending Europe from Tartar and Turkish
invasions, and destined in the future to fill a great r61e in the
stabilization of peace, should be reconstituted as a unity in a free
and independent State." A few days later Bonar Law, Colonial
Minister in the Coalition Government of Great Britain, referred
obliquely to the Polish Question when in his remarks on peace
terms he asked: "Is there any member of this House (of Com-
mons) who believes for a moment that Germany will restore
Alsace to France, or will restore Poland to the nationality to
which she belongs, unless she (Germany) is beaten?"
GERMAN VIEWS
Germany was doing something to please the Poles, for she re-
opened the University of Warsaw and also established a Polish
polytechnic in the capital. In the Reichstag Bethmann-Hollweg
took credit for both acts—which were denounced by SazonofF as
traps for the Poles; he also spoke against the idea of creating a

